SOLAR
POWER
SOLUTIONS
SunPro Energies creates and delivers
effective solar solutions to serve our society,
enhance the quality of life, and contribute to
environmental sustainability.

SunPro Energies is an E.P.C. that delivers holistic solar
solutions with quality, cost savings, effectiveness and
environmental sustainability in mind. We are experienced
experts with an excellent track record in residential,
commercial, schools, government and large scale projects.

Reliability
We do a comprehensive study of
your building and its surroundings,
ensuring that your system functions
at its optimum.
Solar panels constitute a reliable,
industrially matured, green
technology for the exploitation of
solar energy. Solar panels can last
25 years or more, some with a
maximum efficiency of 83% after
25 years of operation.

Sustainability
Solar energy systems provide green,
renewable power by exploiting solar
energy. We use photovoltaic (PV)
panels as an alternative energy source
in place of electricity generated from
conventional fossil fuels.
Consequently, the more we leverage
on PV technology to overcome our
energy needs, the more we help
reduce our impact to the environment
by reducing CO2 emissions.

Quality
From design to installation, permits,
and paperwork, we’re turning a
greener, independent energy future
into a reality.
We provide only the best and trusted
solar equipment customised to meet
your needs. Our seasoned and solartrained team ensures that your system
is built to the highest standard.

Products | Panels
SunPro Energies
recommends the
products offered by REC
Group and JA Solar.
We ensure that the roofs
have maximum energy
output by considering
carefully various factors
such as the amount of
shading, usage needs
and roof space.
Our site engineers will
usually arrange for a
free site visit to have a
physical sense of the
space before proceeding
with the system design.

REC Group

JA Solar

REC Group is an international
pioneering solar energy company
dedicated to empowering
consumers with clean, affordable
solar power. It is founded in
Norway and manufactured in
Singapore.

JA Solar was founded in
Shanghai, and is the top 3 in
the Tier-1 list of solar panel
manufacturers. It has been highly
recognized by authoritative
associations in the industry as a
leading global manufacturer of
high-performance PV products.

Products | Inverters
SunPro Energies
recommends the
products offered by
Huawei and SMA.

Huawei

SMA

With over CNY480 billion
invested into R&D over the past
decade, Huawei continues to
innovate based on customer
needs and is committed to
enhancing customer experience.

As a leading global specialist in
photovoltaic system technology,
SMA helps people transition to
a self-sufficient, decentralized
and renewable energy supply
alongside their partners.

These are inverters with
higher energy efficiency.
The inverter products
are complemented
by components for
energy management,
system monitoring and
data analysis as well
as services ranging
to operations and
maintenance of largescale PV power plants.

RESIDENTIAL
Cluny Hill
54.14 kWp
Metal Roof
With a large system size, this roof has powered a
good-class bungalow for a few years now! This
residential project stands at one of the largest
solar-powered houses in Singapore.

Victoria Park Road
52.36 kWp
Tiled Roof
Starting with a mission to be more
environmentally-conscious, the owner of this
house believes that solar energy is the way
forward. Having switched from traditional
energy, the household now saves 30 percent off
their monthly electricity bills on average.

GOVERNMENT
Public Housing
80 kWp each (30 blocks)
Reinforced Concrete Roof
The Housing Development Board (HDB) has
pioneered the path to install thousands of solar
panels on housing blocks. SunPro Energies is
absolutely proud to be part of the Solar Nova 3!

INDUSTRIAL
Tuas Factory
267.4 kWp
Metal Roof
The advantage of industrial spaces is its extensive
roof space. The management went ahead with
the deicison to power their daily energy needs —
saving on bills and selling back to the grid too.

COMMERCIAL
SAFRA
406.35 kWp (2 locations)
Metal Roof
With increased knowledge on the benefits of
solar energy, SAFRA Yishun and Toa Payoh
decided to go ahead with the solar systems.
We are glad to partner them in installing the
equivalent of 400 kWp of solar panels!

Ascendas
3187.6 kWp (5 locations)
Metal & Reinforced Concrete Roof
Following Ascendas REIT’s 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, we have installed
solar systems for 5 buildings at Ang Mo Kio, Changi
and Senoko. This is in line with their commitment
to be more responsible of their energy usage.

“

SunPro Energies was very professional.
I felt very confident and safe for them
to do the job.
R i cha rd H o u
Residential Landed Homeowner

We reviewed several proposals and found
that SunPro Energies provided the best
list of equipment.
St ep ha n Ko va l ko v
Product Manager, JNBK Corporation

”

Roof Types
& Mounting
With our wealth of experience, we have
expertise handling various roof types
commonly found in Singapore:

Tiled

Reinforced
Concrete

Metal

Tiled roof mounting can
be tricky depending on
the angle of slope.
Tiled roof mounting
involves waterproofing.

Concrete ballast
mounting and Direct
anchor are two common
mounting methods for
tiled roofs.

For metal roofs, either
Spandek mounting and
Standing seam mounting
will be used to mount
the solar panels.

Installation
Our team of solar engineers and designers will do a site assessment first
to determine if the roof is suitable, and how the team can proceed with
the design and installation.
We consider various factors such as the amount of shading, usage needs
and the roof space available before drafting up a solar system proposal
catered to your building needs.

The decision to go solar is
the first step.
Our team focuses on
one thing: delivering
unmatched value to building
owners interested in solar
photovoltaic (PV) solutions.
We use only our own team
of experts in the installation,
testing and maintenance.
This ensures that what you
get is a long term troublefree system.
SunPro Energies is here
to deliver clean energy
solutions for you.
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